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1 Introduction

This document contains errata for the KMIP Specification V1.1 OASIS Standard.

1.1 Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

1.2 Normative References


See PDF and DOC versions of [KMIP-Spec] for line numbers referenced below.

1.3 Non-Normative References


2  Approved Errata for KMIP Specification V1.1

Following are the approved errata to the KMIP Specification V1.1 OASIS Standard.

2.1 Incorrect URL


2.2 Typographical Error

At [KMIP-Spec] line 406, second sentence, change “Its” to “It”

2.3 Incorrect Reference

At [KMIP-Spec] line 425, change section reference from 9.1.3.2.7 to 9.1.3.2.8.

2.4 Missing Punctuation

At [KMIP-Spec] line 1402, change “assumed by the client restrictions apply” to “assumed by the client; restrictions apply”.
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